English

Phonics

Your holiday

Write about your holiday. What did you do?
What did you enjoy? What was the best part?

Illustrate your holiday writing.
The Three Little Pigs

Read the story of the Three Little Pigs.

Use the pictures (here) to make pencil puppets. Can you use story language when you
retell the story? E.g. Once upon a time, After
a while, And they all lived happily ever after
etc.

Can you make a picture timeline of the main
events in the story?

Draw a picture of the Wolf. Label it with
words to describe this character.

Use these words to write sentences to describe the Wolf. Don’t forget to start use
capital letters and full stops correctly.



Complete these letters and sounds
lessons which
introduce the
Phase 5 phonemes:
- ay (lesson)
- ou (lesson)
- ie (lesson)
- ea (lesson)
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Home Sweet Home
Home Learning
Project

Geography




Maths

What do you know about our local area? Make a spider diagram with the word Kendal in the middle. Think about
places you’d find in Kendal, landmarks, the landscape, the
weather etc.
Can you print a map of Kendal and mark on it local landmarks (e.g. the castle, our school etc.) Can you find or
draw pictures to go with your labels?







Make small (playing card sized) flash
cards for each number 0-9. Make one
card showing the numeral (1) and one
card showing the word (one) for each
number. Can you read the all of these
numbers from zero to nine in numerals
and also in words? Can you put them
in order? Use them to play the matching pairs game.
Make flash cards (like above) for the
numbers 10-19. Can you read them?
Make them using objects (e.g. lego
bricks) Draw them? Could you find a
way to represent a ten? Can you put
the cards in order?
Put all of your number cards together
to make a pack of cards for the numbers 0-19 in both numerals and words.
Use these cards to play snap.

RE





What does it mean to belong? What groups do you belong to? (family, clubs, school). Make a list.
Do any of these groups have a symbol that tells you
who they are (school logo, scouts, dance club). Draw
the symbols/.
People who believe in God belong to a group too - a
religious family. They might do things together to
show that they belong. Can you think of any of these?

